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AutoMotion Introduces Remote Purchasing “Find For Me” Feature For
Automotive Shoppers

New AutoMotion app-based beta technology pairs consumers with remote purchasing options
in their area

SAN FRANCISCO (PRWEB) April 04, 2020 -- Today AutoMotion, the leader in mobile app technology for
automotive retail, announced the launch of a new beta feature to its platform that helps pair car shoppers with
safe purchasing options in their local area. The new feature, “Find For Me” helps shoppers locate and buy
vehicles available for remote purchase.

With more consumers looking for remote buying options, AutoMotion is offering its users a way to find, test
drive, and purchase a vehicle without visiting a retail dealership. The program’s initiative pairs consumers
needing mobility in uncertain times with a contactless purchase alternative.

Users today will find the new Find For Me option in the app “Cars for Sale – AutoMotion”. The AutoMotion
platform identifies physical and online dealerships in the user’s area ready to provide remote purchasing and
provides all needed communication between the user and the dealer during the process. AutoMotion is
leveraging its dealer base to connect consumers needing mobility with safe, convenient ways to acquire needed
transportation.

The AutoMotion suite of apps now features millions of app-based car buyers and owners. AutoMotion connects
in-market consumers with participating dealers to help facilitate car buying and servicing needs.

AutoMotion is a free platform for consumers available on the Apple App Store and Google Play Store. For
more information on AutoMotion, please visit http://www.automotionapp.com.

About AutoMotion:
AutoMotion simplifies the process for consumers looking to buy, lease, or subscribe to their next vehicle.
AutoMotion is the fastest growing suite of consumer-focused automotive apps for the App Store and Google
Play store. The AutoMotion network includes over 3,500 approved franchise dealerships. Dealers on the
AutoMotion network provide AutoMotion shoppers and owners a simplified, app-based, personal experience
tailored to their individual requirements. More information on AutoMotion can be found at
http://www.automotionapp.com
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Contact Information
Laurie Halter
AutoMotion
http://www.automotiontv.com/
+1 612-353-4125

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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